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a fierce agitation broke out. To quell it and enable himself to
give evidence, he reopened the case by moving the queen's proc-
tor to intervene. In the event this proved very bad tactics. The
court held him to be no longer a party but only a witness, so that
at the trial (16-23 Juty 1886), when the charges were renewed,
he could not take issue against them as affecting himself. Thus
he suffered the damage of their renewal without gaining any
chance of reply. Whether he really was guilty or not may never
now be settled. The point of significance to note is that a leading
statesman could be ruined politically by a charge of adultery,
even though the court had held there to be cno evidence worthy
of the name' against him. He was left out of the cabinet while the
first trial impended; lost his seat before the second; and remained
exiled from politics for six years. This tragedy of Dilke's will help
us to understand the greater tragedy of Parnell four years later.
A school of recent writers, concerned to paint the Victorians
as hypocrites, has suggested that behind a facade of continence
their men were in fact profligate and over-sexetl Religious re-
straints, it argues, did not really check physical impulse* The
view may, like any other, be backed by particular instances. But
as a generalization it misunderstands the age. The religion-
ruled Englishmen then dominant in the governing, directing,
professional, and business classes spent, there can be little doubt,
far less of their time and thought on sex interests than cither their
continental contemporaries or their twentieth-century succes-
sors; and to this saving their extraordinary surplus of energy in
other spheres must reasonably be in part ascribed. Probably at
the bottom of society there was a greater amount1 of coarse pros-
titution than now, just as there was of drunkenness, of physical
squalor, and of ruffianly crime. Progress in all those respects
from the bottom upwards has been persistent, though intermit-
tent, for a century. But it is very significant that when well-to-
do Victorians gave way to vice they commonly went, to Paris to
indulge it; also that there was a white slave traffic from England
to Paris and Brussels, but little or none in the opposite direction*
The Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885 for the first time
made such trafficking a criminal offence; and by raising the age
x W. T. Stead, who in 1885 ran a famous newspaper campaign against vice and
in the course of it rashly committed acts which brought him to the dock of the Old
Bailey, estimated in his speech in hfo own defence that there were 50,000-60,000
prostitutes in London* But he was a sensationalist, not a statistician. A reasonable
estimate would seem to be perhaps a third of that figure*

